Does your application infrastructure
meet modern business user needs?
Deliver business agility through datacenter automation with
Citrix NetScaler and Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI)

Your business users depend on your
application infrastructure to deliver the
speed, flexibility, reliability, and protection
they need.

Citrix NetScaler and Cisco ACI help you address the changing
needs of applications with automated network policy management
that delivers security, agility, and scalability.

SECURITY

50%

92%

of CEOs say their
organization isn’t fully
prepared for a cyber attack.2

of devices on the internet
run software with known
security vulnerabilities.1

Implement comprehensive security while ensuring compliance with industry
standards using native ACI security and NetScaler security services.

DEFEND YOUR BUSINESS

PROTECT YOUR USERS

MAINTAIN COMPLIANCE

AGILITY

72%

of CEOs are concerned
about keeping current
with new technologies.2

Rapidly address business changes with infrastructure management tools that feature
uncompromising integration between NetScaler and ACI. Ensure smooth operations
for hybrid multi-cloud deployments and seamless cloud orchestration.

IMPROVE SYSTEM
RELIABILITY

EASILY ADAPT TO
CHANGE

Use automated remediation
to reduce mean time
to repair (MTTR) by up to

DEPLOY
QUICKLY

80%

3

SCALABILITY
Nearly

50%

of CIOs cite improving IT operations
and systems performance to be
their top area of focus.4

Maintain uncompromised performance across multiple applications—even as
demands fluctuate—through NetScaler services that work directly with ACI.

$

OPTIMIZE
ASSETS

ENHANCE
PERFORMANCE

Use multiple
load-balancing
techniques to:

REDUCE
COSTS
Improve performance
Reduce costs by up to 60%
Provide 100% availability

“We are excited by the direction Citrix has taken with
NetScaler and their integration with Cisco ACI. We
believe that a concrete SDN solution with L4-7
automation is a game-changer in how next-generation
datacenters will operate and deploy applications.”
–Matt Chamley
Head of Global Infrastructure
Woolworths

Transform your infrastructure today with
accelerated application delivery, scalability,
security, and ease of management.
Learn more at:
www.cisco.com/go/acicitrix
www.citrix.com/netscaler/cisco
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